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(Instrumental Jazz). Mike Steinel's follow-up book to his popular Essential Elements for Jazz Ensemble features a wealth of
instructional material that can be used in a full band setting or individually. After a brief review of style basics, this comprehensive
method includes a section of daily warm-ups and workouts for rehearsal, followed by a variety of lessons covering specific styles
and improvisation concepts. Each lesson ends with a full band performance piece. Take your students to the next level with this
masterful approach! Features * Review of important concepts from Book 1 * Warm-ups and workouts for the start of rehearsals *
Lessons covering a variety of jazz styles and improvisation concepts * Nine rewarding full band pieces that reinforce each lesson *
Information on the cities, regions, and people influencing the evolution of jazz * Recordings of all exercises, including full band
arrangements and sample solos* * Grade/Level 3 * Each book includes an access code for audio files on "MyLibrary" (internet
required.) Audio is accessed online using the unique code inside the book and can be streamed or downloaded. The audio files
include PLAYBACK+, a multi-functional audio player that allows you to slow down audio without changing pitch, set loop points,
change keys, and pan left or right.
(Essential Elements Jazz Ensemb). From Hal Leonard's acclaimed Essential Elements series for Jazz Ensemble, here is an
economical collection of 15 complete arrangements in a variety of styles. A valuable teaching tool in addition to filling your
programming needs! Includes: All of Me, Ballad for a Blue Horn, Basin Street Blues, Blues for a New Day, Bubbert Goes Retro,
Bubbert's Groove, Ja-Da, Mister Cool, On Broadway, Perfidia, Satin Doll, So What, Song for San Miguel, Sunday Afternoon and
Take the "A" Train. These full-length Grade 1.5 arrangements are the perfect "next step" for bands using the EE Jazz method, and
also stand on their own as great easy charts for young players. * Written for full band/playable with 3 saxes, 2 trumpets, 1
trombone and rhythm section * Each arrangement is a self-contained teaching unit with exercises for melody, rhythm and
improvisation * Includes opt. parts for flute, clarinet, F horn and tuba
The book that started the Essential Elements Band Method features music history right in the book, band arrangements, Dr. Tim
parent letter, quizzes, and a rhythm-based sequence. Effective pedagogy, a logical sequence of skills, innovative parental
communication tools, multicultural songs, duets and full band arrangements, and much more, create a method designed to help
kids succeed.
(Essential Elements Guitar). Take your guitar teaching to a new level! Hal Leonard's top-selling comprehensive method for band and strings
is now also available for guitar. With the time-tested classroom teaching methods of Will Schmid and Bob Morris and popular songs in a
variety of styles, Essential Elements for Guitar is sure to become a staple of guitar teachers' instruction and get beginning guitar students off
to a great start. This method has been designed to meet the National Standards for Music Education, with features such as cross-curricular
activities, quizzes, multicultural songs, basic improvisation and more. Concepts covered in Book 1 include: getting started; basic music
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theory; guitar chords; notes on each string; ensemble playing; and much more! Songs used in Book 1 include such hits as: Dust in the Wind *
Eleanor Rigby * Every Breath You Take * Hey Jude * Hound Dog * Let It Be * Ode to Joy * Rock Around the Clock * Stand By Me * Surfin'
USA * Sweet Home Chicago * This Land Is Your Land * You Really Got Me * and more!
Essential Elements for Jazz EnsembleA Comprehensive Method for Jazz Style and Improvisation. F hornHal Leonard Publishing Corporation
Specifically designed to teach jazz basics to students with 1 or 2 years playing experience, but with no prior experience playing jazz. Great for
individual or classroom use. Teaches the basics of swing style in a step-by-step approach using well-known songs. Improvisation is made
easy starting with simple 2-measure phrases. Scales and basic theory are introduced in a simple and easy to understand approach. 2 CD's
are included with recordings of all exercises and arrangements. Other features: 7 full band arrangements, sample solos, jazz history and
people.
(Instrumental Jazz). (Sample solos by Mike Steinel) At last, a jazz play-along book for developing players! In addition to being a perfect
introduction to some of the best-known jazz standards, Essential Elements Jazz Standards includes hints for improvising on each tune, a
guide to jazz articulations, a scale/chord correlation chart, and biographical sketches of key jazz figures. And if that wasn't enough, each tune
comes with its own sample solo for reference or performance! The professionally recorded audio CD has tempo adjustment software for use
in your computer. Includes: Now's the Time, Killer Joe, Blue Bossa, C-Jam Blues, Footprints, Song for My Father, Autumn Leaves, Freddie
Freeloader, St. Thomas and Blue Train. * Play-along CD with choice of full recording (with melody) or rhythm section only * Tempo
adjustment software (computer required) * Sample written solos and improvising hints * Rhythm book includes bass lines, piano voicings, and
drum patterns
(Berklee Guide). The definitive text used for the time-honored Chord Scales course at Berklee College of Music, this book concentrates on
scoring for every possible ensemble combination and teaches performers and arrangers how to add color, character and sophistication to
chord voicings. Topics covered include: selecting appropriate harmonic tensions, understanding jazz harmony, overcoming harmonic
ambiguity, experimenting with unusual combinations and non-traditional alignments, and many more. The accompanying audio includes
performance examples of several different arranging techniques.
Now the best-selling band method is even better! The same great method that directors have come to trust now includes a CD ANDa DVD.
Features include: • BOOK: Same great Essential Elements 2000 method! • CD-CD-ROM FEATURES:

Since it was first published to wide acclaim in 1992, the bestselling Leadership Jazz has firmly placed itself among the
great business classics. Former President Bill Clinton called it “astonishing,” and the late Peter Drucker advised, “Read
this slowly. This book is wisdom in action.” Now updated for first time in well over a decade, this powerful book reveals
why today, more than ever, leadership is more an art than a science. Today’s best leaders, De Pree says, are attuned to
the needs and ideas of their followers, and even step aside at times to be followers themselves. Filled with insightful
stories from De Pree’s experience as the chairman of Herman Miller and from people he’s met along the way,
Leadership Jazz reveals how to: • Hold people accountable and give them space to reach their potential • See the needs
of employees and those of the company as the same • Inspire change and innovation • Work effectively with creative
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people Complete with an extensive new introduction from De Pree on why his philosophy is more relevant now than ever
before, Leadership Jazz gives you an entirely new way to look at the difficult job of leader.
(Essential Elements). (Essential Technique for Band is fully compatible with Essential Technique 2000) A techniquebuilding program for any band, Essential Technique for Band is also an excellent tool for individual or small group study.
This is Book 3 of the Essential Elements for Band beginning band system and features: Key-Centered System * Nine
major and related minor keys * Scales, etudes, short chorales, and music technique exercises Individual Instrument
Studies * Demonstrated by a professional soloist on your instrument * Professionally recorded accompaniments (not
synthesized) Special Studies Section Reading Skill Builders, Rhythm Pages, Jazz Style and Improvisation, Full Chorales,
Rubank Scales and Arpeggios Integrated History, Theory and Creativity More Great Music Classical, world music, folk
and more Book also includes My EE Library* (myeelibrary.com) - Instant Stream/Download/CD* ...with Play-along mp3
tracks for many of the exercises *Internet access required for My EE Library . Book includes instructions to order free
optional CD.
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